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Renewable energy sources 

 

Introduction 

Source of traditional energy, fossil fuel and the electricity which is produced by nuclear break 

and water energy (water power plant) practically have dominated on presentation of universal 

energy. Other source of energy has not been yet developed sufficiently. Among these, there are 

group of energy which we call them modern or renewable energy. As a group, comparing them 

with the ordinary energy is difficult because these energies are distributed widely and are rather 

scattered. They are developed slightly as for business and consumer of these energies are faced 

by different condition. These sources are infinite and as a consequence by recognizing that, they 

are expensive and untruthful. Mostly they are environmentally safe or can be without danger. 

There are needs that strong environment standard  should be applied for developing renewable 

energy slightly in a continuous process for representing and getting benefit from energies in the 

world. Therefore capital cost is decreased considerably (for example, the cost of photovoltaic 

model has decreased by 0.1 between 1970-1990) and above mentioned trend in future is not far 

from expect. Also the capability of trust will be increased. 

whereas , balance between environment and energy economy will be discussed currently and for 

future , so the potential facility and the share these renewable energy have for providing world 

energy will be a key part for future discussion. 

Solar energy 

The sphere receives solar energy by solar power. and amount of  this shine is more than human’s 

need. This source in addition of seasonal change has known daily variation and it is about 1 

KW/m from the sea surface. All of the countries have access to this source by different amount. 

The usage of solar energy is completely varied and involves direct thermal and photovoltaic (PV) 

assist system.  

Saving solar energy in thermal system is rather cheap and in this way, the source of energy will 

be separated by consumer from the time of using energy. 

Many research have been done in this case from 20 years later and considerable volume of 

information about technology and usage of solar energy have been reached and interesting 

improvement about economy justification and commodious of this energy have been done. Now 

some of this application completely have business aspect but reducing cost that will be reached 

by mass production and technical development would be nodded until the application will be 

installed and more than 350Mwe thermal power will be activated and the production capacity of  

PV model reach to 50Mwe. 
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The solar energy is safe as to environment, although extensive use of it cause environment 

problem. Also solar energy binds to different cultural condition. There are some economic and 

basic limits that must be eliminated for extensive use of this energy. But by enough supporting of 

this source of energy in the next decade it will have considerable dimension. 

Wind energy 

The wind will be created by heating the earth and has a non continuous universal pattern. 

Changing of wind is by time, daily and seasonal and considerably will be effected by weather 

and surface topography of the earth. 

Most source of wind energy is placed in Mountainous and coastal area. but there are some 

considerable source in plain if we suppose that the average of wind energy on the earth is 

0.33Mwe/KM and have an average speed of 5m/sec, this way the universal estimation of this 

energyin the way that is achievable and profitable show that the maximum technical capability 

for getting the wind energy will be about 2 time more than current producing of electricity.  

We can convert the wind energy to mechanical energy by using horizontal or vertical wind 

turbine and use it by pushing water to produce electricity or via derivation produce thermal 

energy. the wind turbine technology enjoy considerable improvement and development in the 

last 20 year and right now has 2000 Mwe installed capacity which is in America and Europe. The 

size of wind turbine is increasing and the successful experimented system are accessible in the 

size of 250-500Kwe. The cost of installed system considerably had reduced in the last decade 

and wind energy in much prone area competes by traditional source energy. We can use the wind 

pump in most rural area which has subterranean water near the surface. Improvement of wind 

energy system involves increasing trust; reduce maintenance cost and better efficiency in 

different condition of wind flow. There are some limitation for extensive usage of wind energy 

which include :  lack of precise information from wind source in the area and it’s effect on 

invironment such as intervention in landscape and it’s beauty , sound, bird victim, noise in 

telecom system and accessible investing source. 

Each of these chapter discussed the following subject. the surveyed source , available technology 

or developing for beneficial use of sources , the economic use of  surveyed source  in the present 

and predicting it during the next three decade , many limitation which exist across extensive 

usage and predicting the share that  the surveyed source , will have according to two scenario. 

The first case will show the continuous politic and current way if there is no special emphasize 

will be done on this renewable source. The second case show the emphasize on fast developing 

of  renewable energy source as a universal initiative on the bases of  environment and the goal of 

this scenario is exhibiting the possible maximum permeation in energy world market until 

2020.the Prerequisite of such acceleration for permeation  on world energy market needs major 

change of fossil source to renewable one. This universal movement will get its power from 
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support of government. In each chapter the final potential capacity and beyond 2020 arbitrary 

horizon will be discussed. 

A questionare were created to gather countries nation opinion about predicting renewable 

permeation. There was a request for WEC committee but the received response for study which 

was reported in this book was not enough and from this information, there was an application for 

work about research in the case of renewable single source. 

Heating earth energy 

Heating earth energy means the thermal which is saved under the surface of sphere. Amount of 

this energy is much far from the current consumed energy in the world. But the severity of it 

except in the location of collision of tectonic surface and the region which is known as a area of 

earthquake is mush less. this energy is renewable in the case that the received energy should not 

be more than energy which is replaced by center of earth and the water which is used for 

carrying energy to surface of earth be again rejected. The source with low heating was used for 

bathroom and heating of living place from past era. And recently it is used for green house and 

the heating need for some process. The dried steam (240 degree) and very hot water (90-350 

degree) is economic for producing electricity power. Along the past decade there has been 

considerable development in the case of using medium hot water (by degree lower than 100) via 

double cycle for producing energy. The trade usage of Heating earth energy has been done at 

least in 20 country and the capacity of producing electricity in 1991 by using of these energy was 

about more than 5900Mwe and direct use of it equate by 5.6 Mtoe. 

Although, Reserve of these energy is intensive in some area but there are considerable amount of 

this energy in all area of the world. For use of these source there is need to continue discovering, 

derivation and using technology and pay attention to environment point like little amount of 

solution gas involve CO2 and H2o and also pay attention to consuming or rejecting dense salt 

water. in the long term  with development of tools and effective way for derivation energy from 

hot dried stone , under pressure earth source and lava , the potential share of  Heating earth 

energy will increased much. 

Biomass energy 

Biomass is consisting of energy which is produced by photosynthesis and is basically saving of 

solar energy. In addition show the renewable saving of carbon in the environment. This energy is 

distributed all over the world. Although its capacity is considerably varied in each hectare, but it 

is available in each country by some way. Biomass is a source of heating energy which is usually 

collected by people outside the energy market. And for example more than 90% of total 

consumed energy is produced by this way in Nepal and Malaysia. We can also convert biomass 

to different carbon fuels such as product derived by petroleum. In 1990 the share of biomass in 

total world energy was 12% that major use of it was in countries such as India, China, and 

Brazil. The biomass potential is considerably more than subsumed world energy. 
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different kind of biomass include fuel , agriculture crop which is distinctively produced for fuel, 

leftover of agronomy and forest , leftover of  food and wood industry production , leftover of  

urban solid , sewage and water plant. Each kind of biomass has specific technology and most of 

species in the case of energy centralization have low energy and much amount of heater. 

Gathering and transportation of them are costly and are used for other goal such as dung. it is 

difficult to overextend biomass  economically, because the value of this energy is usually 

determined by other lateral using which is in competed by dimension of making energy. The 

trade usage of it in wide dimension will have considerable effect on other market such as food 

and letter market. The expenditure and investing which is done in the case of energy, delivering, 

water and dung must be surveyed and also total effect of it on the earth and population pattern 

must be surveyed. On the other way producing energy from leftover of biomass design a good 

solution for solving the problem of leftover. Mostly, biomass is scarce and installation for 

derivation of this energy is small. This is the only source of renewable energy which probably 

will effect considerably on energy section of transportation vehicle fuel until 2020 .however for 

use of biomass energy in wide dimension , we should prevent from reduction of living species 

and maintain the area which has exceptional natural beauty from environmental damage and 

control the distribution and diffusion of  sewage. 

Although this book represent little predicting for use of this source in the future. There is need to 

give reader this precaution that in most case concentrate on digit and percent is an easy job, but 

we should not let this information cause ignorance from point and important message. These 

sources directly are not similar to sources and systems of ordinary energy. And put different 

commitment on the shoulder of consumer in the extensive application. 

For example, in the case of renewable energy such as sun, sea, wind they require capital for 

paying primary cost which is equal to all of fuel cost for beneficial life time of installation , must 

be available. This show cost and risk that is connected with availability of fuel in the future and 

is different from fossil fuel system that was experienced before. 

Marine energy 

Marine energy consists of some less severe and different phenomenon which can be useable for 

useful target sample. This phenomenon involved different temperture, tidal, and wave. These 

sources exist in much coastal area and temperature variation is usually spread among torrid area. 

Although, different kind of this energy has different characteristic but all of them are united by 

little severe and engineering design problem in the condition of oceanic. The thermal Marine 

energy are certainly the biggest source of energy in seas that is 10 time more than world energy 

consuming in the present time. 

All of he technology which exist for using of sea’s energy are very simple and ordinary. The 

tidal energy is more developed than other Marine energy because; use the dam and turbine which 

is similar to less height water power plant. However probably, there is some environment 
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damage effect in many site which with regard to the developed technology facility and effective 

choice of strategy for preventing environmental damage we can continue improvement and 

development in this case. The wave energy use different mechanical tools for suction of 

available energy which is as a result of surface water vibration. The thermal energy of sea use 

big thermal transformer and pump for derivation of energy and for production of power in 

thermodynamic cycle with very low efficiency. The urgent usage of Marine energy is limited to 

some tentative power plant such as tidal power plant 2400Mwe in France. 

It is expected that Marine energy system has much primary investing cost and must perform well 

in the long term with much certain capability and in difficult environment condition. The 

operation of this power plant may change the condition of local living place especially near the 

edge of river. the thermal marine power plant and wave energy design can produce fresh water  

as a lateral product. So this power plant can be attractive for far coastal area that don’t have 

source of fresh water. Transferring of produced energy from power plant of marine energy to 

consumed center is one of the major case which must be solved for making easy the widespread 

application of this power plant. 

Water poweplant (small) 

The water energy in known well all over the world and at the present time it undertake 6% share 

of total produced energy in the world. This is because of existing large facility on the main river. 

Because in the past creating such facility lend the main attention to itself. However , for reaching 

to the maximum use of this potential energy , there is need that smaller river could be created. 

the goal of this book is facility with less capacity than 10Mwe. At the present time thousands 

number of such facility with the total capacity of 19000Mwe are in active. this system involved 

new dam or curve for creating power with splash water or spate. 

Economical justification of such small facility depends on special position of area. When this 

facility have profit that it is possible to have standard building  and cost of  curved dam or 

storage building of them will be little and nourish tha market that there into other solution. 

According to the available height of water, different turbine will be used. The improvement of 

design will be possible via optimizing small water turbine, building cost reduction and training 

local people. This small system can cause creating the useful situation for agriculture and also 

water source. 

Small water facility has less effective environmental damage from similar larger project, but 

however most attention must be paid to prevent effective environmental damage near the area 

with landscape and are sensitive to this case. This small water power plant with regard to the use 

of earth and environment compared to the larger water power plant has less aggression. But they 

have little storage and approximately must operate continuously to establish enough current 

energy steadily. 
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The main characteristic of renewable source 

Each of the next six chapters represents a deep analysis of one part of renewable source. 

Recognizing the basis of these source, the existing position of technology for getting benefit of 

them , the existing analysis (positive and negative) and the situation in which .each of three 

energy play a considerable role is important. This outlook shows a brief discussion for each of 

this renewable source that there is main point that each of these energy sources is cleared. Also 

table 1 shows some of the important point of this characteristic. We suggest the reader that 

studies the similar chapter of this book. Because without studying, the complete picture for 

predicting the above potential facility will be like playing with number. 

For determining the renewable modern energy we should consider that biomass has complete 

dominance in consuming all of the current renewable source energy and in fact biomass is the 

main source of producing energy in developing country in Asia and Africa. Latin America and 

North America also have the share for consuming. When we added the larger water power plant , 

in this way the share of renewable source reach to 1559 Mtoe or approximately 18% of total 

consumed energy of human being. Without traditional biomass and water power plant ,current 

share of all renewable will be more than 194Mtoe or approximately 2%. Starting from this small 

base with the goal production for considerable share of universal consumed energy during 3 

decade is a big challenge. Especially if we consider that nuclear energy during 30 years trade 

improvement and use of continuous government support on the basis of research reach only to 

5% of production share in universal consumed energy. 

The available limitation in widespread benefit of renewable energy 

The more and widespread use of modern renewable will continue during the next 30 years or 

beyond that. However the widespread dominance of renewable in energy market would not 

happen fast. Always there is a natural time delay between successes of primary sample trade 

stable sample. And usually the operation will be started with several trade primary consumption 

and then whatever will be learned will be applied in the next producing generation. On the other 

side , the need for applying the larger producing industry and spending time for programming, 

financial support and training will be existed. Experience show that very fast developing via 

taxation praise and etcetera , praise company and marginal technology to attend in the market 

which create wretched result compared to the long term trusted operation which was expected. 

Limitation are myriad and complicated. The varied renewable source makes abstract difficult and 

technically there is a perfect information about limitation of the renewal source. Several 

considerable common cases are as follow: 

Definition of source: the capacity of each renewable source depends on local condition. For 

optimizing use of this source, we need better information about variation. The outspread 

recognition of local condition needs widespread operation throughout the world. But each 
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country have national energy source which must be recognized as a part of wide spead national 

or regional energy programming. 

 

Technology development: many existing technologies for efficiemcy use of renewable energy 

are insufficient and rather costly. This energy in their raw mode has less severe energy. This 

subject need much cost for concentrate or for producing construction that trap energy 

beneficially. The cost of primary material constructs mostly high percent of investing cost even 

for rather simple design. The more development from basic research on improvement of material 

to training of different kind of real experimental facility need to be done until consumer can trust 

investment of the future fuel cost. Technology development not only is consist of design but also 

construction, installation , and maintaining of this systems. Success and dominance of this 

renewable energy in the market certainly depend on development of transportation system and 

saving energy. The necessity for reduction of environmental damage means that we should avoid 

intensive using and high power of renewable power plant in the area which are sensitive about 

the environment. 

Economic and organizational politic: the renewable energy system mainly has higher investing 

cost from fossil fuel system, because from beginning use of this system, the equate of consumed 

fuel will be bought during the useful longevity. So for success of this renewable energy there is 

need to emphasize the cost for the useful cost of system and reduction of risk system in 

investing. The renewable energy source in some place and special situation are praised and as a 

consequence a logical connection of information about considerable use of these energies in 

California an Brazil is in hand. But we should know that the extensive use of energy system has 

considerable effect beyond their physical confine and recognizing of this effect is not evaluated 

when comparing the energy system. In addition a considerable investing which is existed in 

recent decade praise the extensive and continuous use of ordinary fuels. In fact one of the biggest 

practical barriers for introducing modern renewable energy is the great level of exists investing 

in fossil fuel. So it is unreal if  we expect that investor , companies , producer or customer  

ignore this investing and quite the existing infrastructure and use other kind of energy unless this 

modern energy with regard to their price compete with ordinary fuel. 

Many of renewable energy company are a small one which have limited capital and also have 

limited capability of long standing repayment that is a characteristic for use of renewable energy. 

Taxation discount on production or investing are example of successful mechanism that is 

stimulus for using of renewable energy. 

Environment: the appetite which is created for development of renewable energy is produced by 

fear of climate change because of human operation mostly by burning fossil fuel. This can be 

recognized easily. However one of the discouraging result from this fear is that, the emphasize 

which is on the potential change of climate; envelop unflavored effect of environment which is 
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created by kind of modern renewable energy. This book try to maintain a fair balance between 

concern of world and regional environment .as a consequence for development of modern 

biomass  and wind energy need a special attention and development of tidal energy which 

accompany creating dam and pool is unfavorable. 

General training: energy consumers assume general energy for ever and when these energy are 

disturbed he consider that. so a consumer don’t know the system which he is depended on it and 

this is one of the reason that acquiring considerable success in economy or increasing energy 

efficiency is very difficult. The extensive use of renewable energy depends on recognizing of the 

energy system and application of this knowledge on many aspect of life. For example, regional 

interest and economic needs must be balanced compared with effect of regional or universal 

environment.  

The international communion cooperation: the north developed country have the most part of 

technology and financial source for applying renewable source. These country experienced 

benefit and loss of much energy consumed economic which is usually based on fossil fuel. There 

is opportunity in these countries to use renewable energy. But this opportunity also exist  in an 

extensive dimension in developing country  which generally don’t have  needed technical and 

financial source for considerable development in this case. The pressure of increasing population 

in this developing world and increasing social and environmental problem need to do some 

action while still time remained. And this action will be done via international cooperation with 

different set of technique and preference. 

This constraint probably limits ability of modern renewable energy for playing larger role in one 

or two future decade. The use of modern renewable energy with continuous current CP policies 

will go forward slowly. If there is no solution for recognizing and developing the design which 

can conquer this limitation, human being will increasingly depend on fossil fuel during several 

next decade. In this way our facility for strike with fear of changing world environment will be 

limited. 

The expected share of renewable energy until 2020 

For comparing with total image of representing energy in the future we refer to two basic WEC 

scenarios which was passes in 1989 in WEC congress in Montreal. This scenario will be 

predicate as M scenario for medium growth and L scenario for slow growth. Comparing with 

other basic scenario will be easily done with regard to the information which is available in this 

book. However our goal is persuasion of agreement in the case of possible potential renewable 

source  and this scenario represent the first place of WEC in 1989 when this operation  started. 

the predication which WEC had for scenario L and M in 1989  show share of energy from non 

renewable energy. 

The recent study had an extensive attention to modern renewable part which we call them new 

energy or other renewable energy. To different scenario were surveyed for this evaluation. The 
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first case that we call them current policies (CP) in fact is a kind of reference for whatever we 

can expect in the future without a considerable change in the ways that are less at the present 

time. This scenario is constructed based on several major suppose which involve the slow 

increasing price of ordinary fossil fuel, the continuous development of renewable technology 

with a middle increasing tone hat is consistent with trade market development, increasing 

pressure in the way of submission of time for increasing energy efficiency and protection of  

environment and development of economic. This scenario by viewpoint of  common energy 

industry in not a present situation scenario. Because modern renewable energy gain additional 

share in the energy market. and this earned interest will accelerate in horizon of 2020. This 

conotationally means that modern renewable supported industry had a middle growth tone and 

consumer in an increasing way accept this energy in varied application and in regional content. 

For commission WEC this scenario were compared with the case B which is Montreal scenario. 

And as it was discussed in commission final report WEC.this case connotationally transfer a 

considerable saving in energy consuming  compared with today’s  irregular energy consume  and 

so this approximate  would not account. Commission put the scenario CP number in case of B 

and considers it as a development course for modern renewable energy. 

The evaluation result of CP scenario show that share of modern renewable will probably be more 

than previous estimation of WEC until 2020 and have growth equal to 3.4 the same as 1990.this 

will be a rather slight share equal to 540 Mtoe or 4% of total predicted energy in 2020.modern 

biomass advocate higher share to itself and many of them will be consumed in developing 

country. 

The solar and wind energy will have a considerable part of this increase and will effect on most 

area. when we consider biomass and water energy, then the total share of renewable energy will 

be 1.8 time of present level.21% of world total energy will produce 2844Mtoe. While about 

WEC commission B it is supposed that the total world consumed energy will have 1.5 times 

increased factor in the next 30 year. The total renewable share will increase a bit faster. And 

share of novel renewable energy will be approximately 2 times. This result is represented in table 

1-2 and is shown in figure 1-1 to 1-4 multiple. 

Dominance of renewable energy except biomass usually are in electricity part and has very low 

effect in transportation section. Dominance of fuel which is derived from biomass in some 

country such as Brazil, Zimbabwe, and Kenya reached the grade of national importance. 

Analysis of  this report show that this studies have acquire credit  more than other report of WEC 

according to the increased step development in case such as wind and photovoltaic and it is 

predicted that share of partnership in technology increase around the world. it should be 

emphasized that  they even  have slight share in total world energy consuming  in the future. 

Without continuous development in producing and manufacturing of great system, government 

support from people’s activity for praising them to more usage of renewable energy will not be 

possible 
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The figure which is given about renewable‘s dominance in energy world market is not involved 

the effect of competing between kind of renewable in a market. This study did not attempt in 

determining amount of this effect. Because competing effect depend extremely on regional 

situation. This competing will be constraint to needed capital for investing and it is logical that 

we expect little reduction in dominance percent. But generally, the selecting of one of this source 

would not happen with reliance on economic contest based on average cost. Each source has 

special role. And for example, solar energy and heatin earth are complement of each other more 

than being separated .the wind and marginal electric may directly compete in some area to 

acquire a share in producing electricity. At their variation cycle are different. And totally they 

may not compete with each other. It is expected that renewable mostly compete with fossil fuel, 

but the double system which have advantage of renewable and fossil fuel will be successes in the 

near future. 

The chance for renewal's expedition dominance 

 Current policies scenario which was discussed above result that modern renewables at least will 

continue until 2020 by representing trivial role in supplying world energy. This caused more 

depending on fossil fuel and will have extreme pressure on environment. the reduction of 

petroleum and gas accompanied by politic variation in the producing area of petroleum and gas 

will caused increasing use of collier. Increasing CO2 in atmosphere will continue and if the 

climate change which is caused by burning fossil fuel finally caused a general action, in this case 

there will be no other way except general reduction compulsory in consumption of fossil fuel 

untill the necessary action reach to the result. And will give the possibility to nuclear and 

renewable’s energy to replace the fossil fuel which is consumed in this time. 

The fast distribution and the fast use of renewal's energy can be a case for an optimistic view to 

future. by means of continuous attempt and commitment to maintaining different alternative in 

the case of supplying energy , a flexible future will be accessible. But increasing depending on 

renewable still need time. Until 2020 the optimistic view concludes that acquiring more 

dominance from what is expected of CP may be possible. 

The chief growth on demand is centralized in developing country which has high growth 

population between 1990 to 2020. Renewable are completely suitable for distributed application. 

and it will create the opportunity that economic growth increase in rural area and immigration 

pressure  from village to main city which are overcrowded at the present time decrease.the 

potential supplying of renewable are much and their distribution may possible the use of  some 

of this energy in each area and region. 

The environment effect for large installation is observed similar to what is experienced 

indeveloping country. The environment advantageous of renewable is real. the next prominance 

which renewables have, is the general idea that are interested in increasing use of renewables in 

the place that there is a rational explanation for use of them. There are attractive example about 
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persuation for use of renewable source which caused to success in the case of dominance in 

regional and national market. Some of the example is as following: 

- the action which is done under program of  united national organization in the case of 

dicsovering earth heating source has important role in considerable dominance of electricity 

energy market. For example 30% in El Salvador and 15% in Philippine.  

- the program of proalcool in Brazil which have 62% transportation national fuel  and is part of 

brazil national image and fossil fuel has possess only 25% energy share. Many lesson, positive 

and negetive have been got in an extensive dimension from depending on renewable energy. 

- in the united state the implementation of politics' law about setting of general installation purpa 

in 1978 open the electricity producing market on unconsumed production source and 

accompained by granting taxation discount to investing in the case of renewable energy caused 

additonal product at 8000Mwe from additional 1500 Mwe , more than 730 Mwe from small 

water powerplant and 350Mwe heating of sun and additional use of heating earth  and also from 

many type of acquired fuel by leftover. Recently other admiration program have been passed and 

implement involved 1.5 cent/KW/h for creating facility in the case of producing energy from 

sun, wind, and biomass or untraded heating earth source. 

-  From 1979 to 1989. Denmark admire the local industry for producing energy from wind by 

paying subvention and this industry had 350Mwe installed capacity in a rather small country.and 

as a very active producing industry transmit this technology to other country. 

- Since 1980, Austria replaced about 10% of his main consumed energy by biomass energy and 

created regional heating system by subvention of local government and the main goal of this 

program is creating additional energy supplying security and additional economic operation in 

rural area. 

 - In occupied Palestine, the government policy brought about creating the huge installation of 

solar hot water in approximately 70% of manses. 

- A government program in Indonesia helped financial supplement of 1000 household single 

system. the result of this program was better lighting , access to television , and improvement of 

training facility for people who pay the cost right now and also before for buying petroleum for 

their light. This village is are in far region and are far from national electricity network. 

The possibility for renewable expedition share until 2020 

The present world is stand against a major opportunity for chasing a long course toward 

acquiring a stable cooperation in supplying energy by means of fossil fuel, nuclear energy, and 

renewable energy.so the studies which is reported in this book evaluate a second case for future 

which it’s goal is search and expedition dominance of modern renewable in energy universal 

market at the maximum range of the next 30 year. This scenario show complete change of policy 
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across maximum use and high efficiency of energy to control total energy consuming and 

reduction of strategy growth. This strategy maintains stable solution. While constraint fossil fuel 

in the level less than the level they reached. However we should remember the needed time for 

improvement and completement of each strategic position changing. 

This environment scenario clearly encourages the modern fast and wide renewable dominance in 

energy market.the outside cost of renewable energy is much less than traditional energy. this in 

in the way that the very strong environment standard is determined for energies. Today in tiny 

ecconomic decision making this external cost won’t be surveyed while  if this cost accompanied 

by higher efficiency than energy and other positive action it will be clear that more dominance 

exsist in world market. 

This scenario show that share of modern renewable energy may reach to 1343 Mtoe or 12% until 

2020.and the parallel share of all renewable be about 30% , while the most case use of renewable 

is still in developing country. The analysis of this source is in table 1-3and they are explained 

more in figure 1-5 to 1-8. We can conclude from this study that in this model more than 8 time 

compared with 1990 will be possible technically but it is accessible in the way that the continous 

new and complete action be done by means of all international community which involve 

economic policy change and government premiership. 

The WEC commission accepts the available information in this scenario as a maximum 

complement which need support and backing of international and national policyand know it 

consistent with environment case that is C. The commission for the case A and B which specify 

maximum energy consumption accept medium value for modern renewable share. 

It is predicted that ED scenario in 2020 cause increased of all renewable energy share up to 16% 

because traditional biomass energy share will be less and there will be more constraint for 

development of water power plant but share of modern renewable will be 2/5 time more than the 

first case.modern biomass sun and wind wil have the biggest share and share of heating earth , 

small waterplant and sea will be less. The biomass growth will be usually in Latin America and 

Asia. The growth of solar energy will be extremely wide and the biggest effect of it will be in 

North America and asia.the biggest growth of wind energy will be in north America and pacific 

ocean/china area.while it seems that Marine energy will be more used in Latin America and 

pacific sea .generally it is supposed that the highest growth of renewable is experienced with 

increasing of 10 time in North America. One of the biggest discoveries of these studies will be 

Geographical distributing of domestic renewable source share in worlds energy. 

In ED scenario major economy in energy exist connotation that result of it is 17% reduction in 

amount for total energy in 2020 which is compared with demand for total energy in current 

scenario. 

This situation will let that share of modern renewable until 2020 reach to higher percent from 

world energy share compared with supplying of total energy in this two scenario. One of the 
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advantage of  ED scenario compared with continue of present way show reduction of annual co2 

reduction in the world. Increasing efficiency is the biggest factor in this reduction which include 

two third of this variation, meanwhile growth of modern renewable is more than one third of the 

total variation. Of course parallel reduction in other air pollution and solid leftover is done. 

Acquiring of  the dominance level in first predicted scenario is rather easy but depend on active 

attempt  of  many people during time. The second real challenge is closing to second scenario 

predication which represent the limit that the probable access to it will exist during the next 30 

year of course if acquiring of this range will be accepted as a necessary and positive share total 

world development.for happening this , there must be exist fundamental change in way of 

decision making of private sector with supplying of energy around the world. This challenge 

consists of investing in future and partnership in technology and transferring of it from 

developed country to developing country. We have seen hopeful signal during previous year 

which we can reach the needed international cooperating level in the next several decade. one of 

the sample is world action which is done after passing Montreal protocol and other protocol in 

convention of  climate united national organization about preventing from reduction of  ozon. 

The renewables share increasing will not be practical modern technology experienced , or private 

company accept larger risk and accept long repayment or establishing of new market but it needs 

people’s continous action which are informed from their around  source. And closely maintain 

whatever they possess.this action reverse current movement of mass of people from rural 

agriculture area to big urbun area and will create consistency with different renewable source. 

The important thing is that the variation with this dimension will be acceptable in a condition 

that government continuous leadership exist in content of world design and by means of that the 

market force will be consistent with each other to operate across setting of balanced and stable 

energy system. Accessing to this goal needs a united attempt and other necessary action for 

solving of many cases such as supplying water and safe food m the environment protection and 

developed improvement of sphere that the world is faced with it. It is important to recognize that 

the stable energy supplying for earth will be finally necessary and renewable energy source will 

have considerable role in the next long term future. 

The perspective for use of renewable energy 

The widespread application of renewable will be done in far future in world energy market. But 

the most important point is that how fast this application will be done. if across the energy 

decision making strategy, there will not be a decision making about long term effect, the 

renewable dominance without energy market will be slow. And they will have a slight share in 

energy supplying until 2020. 

Also considerable dominance of them in energy world market will happen during the century. 

And this is in the way that shortage of natural gas will be felt and put its effect. One of the 

considerable view which is acquired by committee research about the renewable’s source future 
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is the accelerated effect which is produced by ED scenario. if we can show the sensitivity of this 

point , we developed both scenario beyond horizon of 2020 and end of twenty first century. the 

predicting course of these 2 scenario is not possible. But we can theoretically outspread analysis 

of this 2 scenario and we can see the possible active praise use of modern renewable. 

This reflection in the figure 9-10 and 10-1 involve one series of chart which show important 

parameter such as population, per capital energy consumption, total energy consumption and 

predicting renewable growth consumption until 2100. It is predicted that the population orderly 

be stable for scenario of CP and ED in 12 billion and 10 billion until the end of next century. The 

per capital energy consumption for case ED is less than CP because one of the important 

principle of this accession is extremely saving in consumption of energy and increasingly energy 

consuming. Information of per capital energy consumption combines with hypothetical 

population growth result in total primary energy consumption in 2100 at 33Gtoe and 23Gtoe for 

scenario ED and CP. The operation of this committee about energy image with WEC 

commission report by name of future energy is different. This difference is expected because 2 

groups operate with each other independent. however energy consumption is compared by figure 

33Gtoe for the case B and 20Gtoe for case C. the commission suppose that the world population 

in 2100 reach to 12 billion and per capital consumption in developing country every year reach 

to 1.5toe and the maximum 3.15.the per capital consumption which is proposed in this 

committee is in a narrower range and according to ED scenario the population of world in 2100 

is consistent with population less than 10 billion. Per capital consumption in developing country 

will be less than per capital consumption in north even in 2100 and will effect on accessible 

developed speed. 

But in forth curve for both case, it show people’s praise policy for economy and use of 

renewable energy in the next 3 decade. The CP model is dominated by fossil or nuclear fuel in 

2100. The world natural gas and petroleum may be limited until that time. Producing of CO2 by 

use of fossil energy may be limited. Producing of CO2 by use of fossil energy may be several 

times more than amount of it in 1990 unless the main depending on nuclear reactor with 

production of atomic fuel or energy created by nuclear blending as a trade will be introduced in 

the middle of next century. It is supposed that modern renewable for CP scenario supply 25% of 

primary energy in 2100. 

The main difference which exists in ED scenario is halter dominance of nuclear energy and fossil 

fuel by limiting energy consumption growth during the next 30 year. and renewable can supply 

50% of total world energy consumption in 2100.this proportion are similar to the proportion of 

case A and B in the first mode and case C in the second mode. some believed that renewable can 

supply more percent of the total energy consumed in the world because the supply source of 

them are very large but if renewable can afford the main share in supplying world energy 

consumption and total growth of energy consumption will be less, we will possess natural gas 

and petroleum supply source until 2100 and having proper combination of different energy has 

myriad advantageous. Prediction of renewable share until 2100 is between 5Gtoe and 15Gtoe 
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and this scope is predicted based on evaluating of renewable market growth, with reduction tone 

of annual energy consumption growth and increasing renewable dominance in world’s energy 

market. World energy consumption which is beyond 33Gtoe in 2100 will cause increasing in 

renewable absolute share. Here it is observed that there is a good coordination with WEC 

commission assumption. Although in commission report the predicated scope for renewable 

share in world market will be a narrower scope between 8.5Gtoe and 10Gtoe for modern 

renewable in 2100. 

The most share of renewable will probably be reached by water and solar energy which are the 

discontinuous source. Accompanied by important share of modern biomass and less share of 

other modern renewable source, the water energy has the biggest share but use of traditional 

biomass will be probably less and use of it will be by better efficiency. 

In this time there is no evidence or reason for proving this claim that different results which 

happen for two mentioned scenario possess equal odds. There are other analyses of long term 

issue about energy which have been printed recently. In which the possible occurance exist in 

them. However the above discussion indicates wide general theory. And if in the near future 

there will be no action, the next generation of earth will have severe dependence on fossil and 

nuclear fuel without considering the consequence. When we collected enough information about 

atmosphere and we are sure about the production effect, propagation of pollution, and 

undermining forest . In this way if there will be needed we will have other alternative. This 

subject is the abstract of minimum support strategy. 

It is clear that renewable play an important role in future’s energy. We can accelerate 

renewable’s dominance by policies and weighty selection. Even if  CP scenario executive 

instruction of some decade , dominance of renewable will increased by slower tone and reach to 

the considerable level at the end of current decade. the regional and local natural constraint for 

use of renewable as a consequence of  discontinuous , local and regional will be exist for use of 

renewable with constraint of environment such as ground used for renewable energy production 

or protection of species. but if we are careful to refuse reduction in the case of renewable energy 

developmental a much amount of organized species, natural living place, important historical site 

or natural beauty , in this way we will be close to this limitation in CP scenario frame in 2020 

and this constraint will be existed only in the form of ED scenario and in several situation.  

Result 

The activity of the studying committee about renewable energy source reaches to some important 

result. The result which is connected specially to special source. In the following chapter the 

most important result that have general application are divided into four class: general, 

international, regional, national and local. 
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General 

- in addition of traditional biomass source which are used in developing country. Nowadays there 

are attractive economic applications for renewable energy system. some of this application 

involve full technology such as producing heating earth technology for general use and many of 

them will be classified  as a special situation environment condition such as being far from  

traditional energy source supplying , very difficult environment condition , small size special 

incentive  which creat suitable condition for application of renewable. 

- in many modern application from viewpoint of cost in profitable longevity  of primary cost 

there is important criteria in choosing energy system. And this subject will failure to 

renewables.even renewable is difficult because of remained infrastructure value. The recent 

dominance of renewable is slow because of lower price of fossil fuel in much activity. For wide 

use of renewable energy the economic decision making method must be update to involve 

external cost for use of energy. this action will be favored generally for renewable. 

- The cost of renewable energy in the next several decade will be reduced because of high 

volume production. But it is expected increasing improvement in efficiency, kind, confidence 

and application. this subject is ageist with prediction about fossil fuel system which will have 

profit in some technical improvement in the case of saving the cost. The extreme pressure on 

pollution control and higher value of fuel cause increasing cost. So the superficial benefit which 

exists at present time for fossil fuel decreased or will be reversed and renewable option will be as 

a best economic choice for different application in more area until 2020 or beyond that. 

This situation cause gradual dominance of renewable without major facility in this process. 

- In this study dominance of renewable is surveyed part by part until 2020 but there is evidence 

that this dominance in this time will not reach to its altitude. And in the next decade will 

continue its increasing. There may be structural limitation in dominance of one or several species 

of renewable which we can reach it after that but the renewable source which is derived from sun 

are theoretically so huge that can supply all the world needed energy in the next decade or 

beyond that. The other limited source will reach to their natural constraint. Although coal will be 

accessible for several other next decades but renewable are a continuous way for difficulty of 

supplying energy and is human long term desire. 

The environment advantageous of renewable energy system are real and renewable are among 

total solution present and next problem of environment and are important process in continuous 

development. However, only because they are renewable, they are not acceptable 

environmentally. Unacceptable environment characteristics which are identified separately in 

each chapter involve, missing risk of living diversity, natural living place, species and ecosystem 

generally. Interfere in landscape and sound. This unacceptable characteristic may limit 

development of modern biomass, tidal energy by using dam and wind energy in the less limit of 

their potential technology. The identifying of way in which by help of them put our 
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environmental  intention for developing them  must make closer modern biomass development 

curve ti it’s potential technical level. This case in not correct for tidal dam And is correct 

somewhat about wind turbine. The big plan for kind of renewable poweplant accompained by 

serious effect risk on local environment. 

- Many of renewable technology are modeled which have an advantageous in mass production of 

size and standard model. And help reducing activity and design cycle. But in order to this 

standard model will be succeed they must be coordinate with consumption technical 

characteristic and according model. Otherwise no rational investing will cause no effective usage 

of economic source and energy. 

- Renewable energy source and respective technology and their application during the previous 

20 yearhave been deep subjective of research. There has been saved many information and 

experience and emphasize in this session transferred from technical experiment to economic 

experiment. But still we should consider renewable in the first level of this process. 

- Research about new renewable technology must be continued contiguous be developed.untill 

this solution reach to development stage. at the present time only the small part of  energy 

research budget is attributed to renewable , although the attention percent to this operation is 

going high after considerable reduction in 1980 decade. 

- Production of electricity is increasing continuously, because electricity is a comfortable and 

clean energy in point of consumption. This tendency is not a score in the way of efficiency 

especially when the electricity production power plant is constructed based on thermodynamic 

cycle which by law has limitation in efficiency. Some of this renewable which don’t use this 

heating cycle can produce electric energy without missing efficiency or unwanted waste heating 

production. 

Generally, today biomass is the main source of energy production from renewable and remains 

the most important energy supplying source until 2020. However the relative share of modern 

biomass in total energy share reduce from 75% to 40% in 2020.sun and wind fill the existed 

difference each of this two energy will be similar to other renewable’s group about amount of 

energy supplying. It is expected that in the long term solar energy dominate other renewable 

energy. 

International 

Efficiency reaction of energy market won’t solve the total problem of world energy and it is 

needed that some instruction will grant to the market that the market with the guidance of this 

priority determine the social need. And it is in the case that we gain stable energy system. 

- In the way that energy market will be getting rid of control and centralizing of government, we 

can see special tendency toward variation in energy supplying source. This tendency will be 
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considerable in united state and is as a result of people’s interest to the using of particular 

situation and local special opportunity. When we give opportunity to small system to compete 

with large system, there will be a combination that assists system trust ability against 

unpredictable condition. The increased variation involved hybrid system which used fossil fuel 

and renewable source. 

-The renewable have the ability to supply all the need of energy consumption section but each of 

the renewable sources will not have this ability solely. All of renewable can produce electricity 

but probably biomass will have the biggest effect on transportation vehicle’s fuel. Sun and 

biomass will supply the subjective need for residential application better than other energy. The 

processing heat will be supplied by biomass, sun and heating earth. Current tendency for urban 

living system challanged the use of renewable in much application. 

- It is important to note that according to the committee evaluation against with 2 scenario for 

use of energy in future, it is predicted that a considerable part of increased energy consumption 

in the future will be supplied by modern renewable even in the case of CP scenario. And this 

image represent total half supplying of increased universal energy consumption in the next 30 

year and in the frame of ED scenario. 

- He difference between result of this 2 scenario is interesting. in ED scenario it is predicted that 

modern biomass , heating earth, and wind will have share of two time against Cp scenario.about 

solar energy and sea this increased factor will be 3 time. The total share of modern renewable 

will reach from present 4% to 12% in 2020.the predicted share of all renewable in 2020 in a 

sequence approximately 21% to 30% compared with present 18%. For reaching to an eminent 

increase against gradual increasing in share of renewable, we will need a major attempt such as 

ED scenario. 

Regional 

- There is need for transferring of technology from industries country which have technology 

specialty to developing country which have many of opportunity and facility there. However the 

proved technology must be transferred and this technology must be suitable for final 

consumption situation. The complement of developed united plan in the case of special 

characteristic, plans and way of financial supplying of project will be favored. 

- The renewable regional share tow under surveyed scenario specifies major difference in 

regional opportunity which is shown in the sequence in the figure 1-1. 

In the CP scenario the medium dominance of developed country is predicted accompained by 

considerable dominance of some developing countries by extensive use of traditional 

biomass.the CIS independent commonwealth country  and east Europe show the lowest 

dominance of total renewable in 2020 and middle east , North Africa and west Europe will chase 

this group with little difference. But in North America ED scenario it will reach to 20% 
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dominance and other developed country it will reach more than 10%.the dominance share of 

renewable in developing country will be approximately 40%. And it will be for desert Africa 

about 50%. Renewable will have important role in several regions. And they may have 

considerable international role in this scenario. It is interesting that by combination of renewable 

high share accompained by reduction consumption of traditional renewable and total reduction of 

energy consumption in the world we will reach the similar amount of  renewable percent in some 

world’s region for both scenario in 2020. 

- Still there is technical point in the case of transferring and energy saving for more dominance 

of renewable that must be resolved. Usually for certain use of renewable which is not connected 

to electricity distribution, we will need saving and replacement system this technology must be 

part of research priority. 

- Although collection of distributed share of small renewable system in year 2020 compared by 

world energy consuming seems little but they are very important because thiis systems have 

significant effect on life of millions of people. 

- In 2020, traditional biomass still have major role in total share of renewable but it is not 

expected that it will go higher considerably from present level. Consumption of this energy in 

developing country still put a pressure on environment unless we applied continuous support 

from product. It is predicted that traditional biomass in ED scenario have less share from CP 

scenario. 

- The renewable’s today share is not known well and are usually estimated less. 

National and local 

- The cost of renewable installation is usually depending on use of site. Because the related 

source can be locally intolerable. so it is very difficult to over generalize the cost in which 

renewable are able to economic competition with ordinary source. It is necessary that more 

information from source distribution be collected in a special site that we can carefully evaluate 

the economy of special case from local application. 

- The special effect of renewable site includes unflavored local environment damage and damage 

to the site which are nationally important. There is need to create balance between concern about 

potential climate change, deterrent and discounted policies, and need for preventing local 

environment damage or preventing from destroying national heritage. 

- Inherently renewable source are domestic in a region and use of them in addition of removing 

external payment problem, decrease environmental concern for international fossil fuel 

transportation. use of international increase geographical variation of energy consumption and in 

this way it will make it possible more energy development in faraway area from supply source of 

ordinary energy. 
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- Economic decision making and short long planning is an important barrier in way of renewable. 

it is important that governments have continuous attention to long term problem such as 

renewable energy development. Major initiatives is started in nongovernment organization 

involve united international organization and universal bank to supply needed leadership. 

- Many kind of renewable are consistent with energy consumption patterning rural area. a 

number of countries have much dependant on renewable consumption. If we design balanced 

developed pattern for energy many country can benefit from this situation. Inside the government 

specially in developing country there is a need for coordination in the case of regional design for 

energy, agriculture, foresr, and rural development. There is a possibility that we can jump from 

more depending on fossil fuel and directly step to stable development. but this way need the 

accounted practice of many specialist that understand the local condition and have necessary 

view and are sensitive to environmental damage. On the other hand there is need to access to 

financial considerable source. 


